
Our Core Purpose
At Beckfoot Oakbank we have high expectations and ambitions for every child, so that in whatever we do, no child is left behind.  We aim 
to create a school in which all our young people enjoy learning and expect to be successful, with high aspirations for their futures; a school 
where you can feel and see a learning culture that is purposeful, celebratory and inclusive. We want our school to be a great place to learn 

and work, where staff develop professionally and feel valued and students and staff are cared for. At Beckfoot Oakbank we believe that 
the partnership between school and home is vital to the success of our young people. Our families are genuinely involved in supporting 

their child’s learning in collaboration with school to ensure that no family is left behind. We are a school that strives for outcomes for our 
students that place them in the top 20% by comparison with young people in similar schools nationally. We want to create a place where 

everyone is proud of our Keighley community and the wider community beyond.

Our Strategic Priorities
 Our approach to students’ growth and personal  

development is integral to everything that we do.

 We create a strong and positive climate for learning by 
focussing on student behaviour, attendance and wellbeing.

 We provide a high quality education which includes 
inspirational teaching, a curriculum pathway that allows  
for success and enrichment, students who are ready to  
learn and assessments that identify gaps which we  
then support to close.

 Leadership development ensures all students and staff  
see themselves as leaders of their own and others’  
learning and future.

 All successes are recognised, rewarded and celebrated;  
as a result students expect to succeed and have high 
aspirations for their future.  

Beckfoot Oakbank  
Strategic Vision 2020-23 
‘No Child Left Behind’

We will know we have made a difference 
because no child or family will be left behind.
 Our outcomes will place us in the top 20% of similar  

schools nationally.

 Our NEET figures will be below local and national averages.

 Beckfoot Oakbank students can demonstrate they are 
committed community contributors, confident communicators, 
knowledgeable expert learners and are future ready.

 We are the school and employer of choice.

 Our students leave our school with the appropriate 
combination of qualifications to take them to the next  
phase of their education.

 Our students have high standards of behaviour and  
attendance and feel happy, safe and supported.

 All students, especially those who are vulnerable, have closed 
the gap with other students nationally.
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